Bookstores དཔེ་ཁང་།
Bookstores sell books, magazines, newspapers, calendars, and stationary. Large bookstores have a
separate section for children. The bookcases in the children’s section are shorter so children can
reach the books. Books in bookstores are categorized
by subjects. For example, cookbooks are in one
location and history books are in another. Best selling
books are usually displayed in the front of the store.
Sometimes best selling books sell out. 'Sell out' means
that the store sells all their copies of the book and
customers have to wait for more.
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Vocabulary
 bookstores དཔེ་ཁང་། (These bookstores all sell Tibetan books.)༼དཔེ་ཁང་འདི་དག་གིས་

་གིན་ཡོད།༽
 magazines

(He likes to read magazines with Tibetan poetry.) ༼ཁོ་རང་

 newspapers ཚགས་པར།
 calendars ལི་ཐོ།



stationary

ས། (Paper to use to write letters and envelopes are

called stationary.) ༼



separate section

(The Tibetan adults gathered around the fire

of the room during the party, while the children played in a separate section of

the room.)

ཁང་

ཡོད་ལ།

་ནས

།

 bookcases
 children's section
 location

།

ཚན་པ།

(The location of our village is at the foot of a mountain.) ང་

་ཆགས་ཡོད།
 history
 best selling

(The popularity of his novels and short

stories has made him a best selling Tibetan writer.)

།ཁོང་ནི་
 usually displayed

།༽
་བཤམས་པ།

 sell out
 wait for more

1] What do bookstores sell?
2] Where are seperate sections?
3] What are shorter?
4] What have separate sections for children?
5] Why are bookcases in the children's section shorter?
6] What are categorized?
7] What are categroized by subjects?
8] Where are best-selling books usually displayed?
9] What does 'sell out' mean?
10] What is your favorite bookstore?
11] How often do you go to the bookstore?
12] Who is your favorite 'best-selling' writer?
13] What is your favorite book?
14] When you were a child, what was your favorite book?
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